APPLICATION FORM FOR BMAA MEMBERS

NAME ........................................................................................................... BMAA MEMBER NUMBER........................

ADDRESS ........................................................................................................ CLUB/Home Airfield........................

......................................................................................................................... POST CODE..............................................................

I certify that the information on this application form is accurate.

Signature of Applicant................................................................................ Date..........................................................

Pilot licence number.................................................................................. Revalidation valid until..........................

a) 100 hours pilot-in-command on Microlight or Paramotor aircraft including at least 200 flights.

Log book checked. Observer name, signature and No.................................................................

b) 2 flights to approximately 300m (1000ft) AGL, stop engine(s) complete a 360° turn and land within 5m of the centre of a given spot, or 2 precision landings in the landing deck with engine stopped, scoring at least 200 points during an official competition.

Plane Type & Reg Date and if applicable Competition and score Observer name, signature and No

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

c). Four cross country flights of distance $dM \times 2$ with any landing or turn points pre-declared. The courses may be straight, dog-leg (1 turn point), out and return, or triangular (2 turn points), or achieving a positive score in 4 navigation tasks flown in an official competition ($dM$ is the distance the aircraft can fly in nil wind in one hour at cruise speed)

Plane Type & Reg Date, cross country route, or competition, task and score Observer name signature and No

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

For Office use only: Ref No..........................................................

Award authorized by BMAA Colibri Scheme Representative. Signature............................................ Date..............................